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Location of shoot.What do you want your visitors  to feel?

Who will you feature in your content?

#DTTT Campus Creating Immersive Brand Experiences through 180/360 Storytelling 

180 vs 360
 Drawing on Daniels explanation, which video format do you think will be best for producing content in your
destination? 360 or 180 or both? What type of content do you think is best suited to each of the mediums. 

Pro's of 180 180

360

Capturing Sensory Stimuli. 

Using the different suggestions below, come up with ways you can capture sensory stimuli into
your 360/180  video to help immerse your viewers in your destination. 
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Creating Vertical Video

360 video becomes stronger than ever when you can use it to create content that works across your platform. 
Drawing on what Daniel has taught you about 360 video figure out how you can work on creating a strong content
for vertical video, youtube, and facebook live. 

Using 360/ 180 to Educate Visitors and Preserve Local Culture. 

Drawing on Daniels presentation think about how you can use 360 or 180 video to create content that
educates visitors about local cultures and communities within your destination, and helps to preserve
local cultures. How can you work with local communities? What permissions would you need? 

Goals for working with local
communities

Permissions and resources needed. 

Initial Thoughts and Reflections 

Reflecting back on the films Daniel showed you, write down what your intial thoughts
and impressions are. Use the questions in the boxes below to guide you. 

The Power of  Sound 

Think about how sound will play a roll in your content. How will sound work on different platforms or through
headsets?  Use the points on the sound wave below to identify the different types of sound you might use. You
can choose from the suggestions we have put in the example box, or add your own. 

Con's of 180

Pro's of 360

Con's of 360

What needs do you currently have in your destination? How could 360/180 content help you meet these needs? What
are your goals for using 360/180 content to promote your destination? What do you want to achieve? 

What are your destinations Needs / Wants?

Need 1:

Need 2:

Need 3:

Need 4:

Wider Geographical Spread = 360 tours that
encourage people to venture away from the city
centre.

360 Process Flow Chart. 

There is a lot of editing and stiching of footage that goes into making a perfect 360 video.  Here is a flowchart
of  Daniel Bury's process to help you out! Use the empty flow chart next to it to think about your work flow
when creating a 360 video, from coming up with your concept to realeasing a finished product. 

Designing your own 360/180  footage 

#DTTTS 360/180 Video Directory 

Tales From the Edge: Jeb Corliss in 360º [4K]

Soar above the Dolomites with professional wingsuit pilot and GoPro athlete Jeb Corliss as he navigates Italy's most daring lines to honor a fallen friend, Uli Emanuele. #TalesFromTheEdge ------------------------------------------------ -Executive Producer: Josh Gold -Producer: Michael Broccolo ...

Youtube

To Create thrilling 360 content of some of the
adventures to be had in our destination, encourage
adventure seeking travellers to come here. 

Needs
Wants 

1.Filming 

2.Stitching- 
3.Fine StitchingCreating an

Equirectangular output.  Fixing any errors where
the cameras meet. 

4. Stabilization and
re-oreintation of
the sphere

5. Editing,
Adding text
and graphics 

360 filming process flow chart Your 360 work flow! 

2. 
3.

4. 
5. 

Use the Section Below to design your own 360 footage for within your destination! 

Example Box! 

Voiceover,  Recorded music, 

Live Music Nature Sounds, 

Spoken interviews 

Precussion Ambient noise 

Who will be your audienceWhat experience do you want your visitors to have?

Getting Started! 

 Daniel Bury

🎥️ Content Creators
🌈️ VR Enthusiasts
🏔️ Digital Strategists

Who is this workshop for?

Invited Expert View:

Workshop Description! 

Workshop Outcomes! 

You Will Need....

A computer 
This Mural Link ;)

Yourself 

Your willingness to particpate. 

How to use mural!

Icons are Here  Arrows and Connectors are here!

360 Content is a hugely powerful medium for
storytelling but creating effective, powerful and
engaging VR content isn't quite as easy.

We've seen lots of great examples of good 360
content since it came on the scene a number
of years back and now we're starting to see
some amazing VR films too.

Daniel Bury has had his 360 films featured at
Cannes and is one of the youngest up and
coming filmmakers in the world of VR
FIlmmakking. He will lead a hands-on workshop
working with a team of DMOs to explore how
360 content can really deliver great results,
leading the storytelling approach starting with
ultra-immersive right up to thumb-stopping
social.

Storyboarding different ideas on how to work
with VR content, right through to going out
and shooting it in the workshop, the
interactive session will look at the following

Sensory Discovery:
How to create narrative versus gimmick
Identifying the stories
How voiceover can be powerful
Multi-sensory elements / how to truly immerse
How do we bring awareness to the people in the places
Prioritising viewer experience over brand needs

The Format / Consumption
What’s it going to look like on YouTube
How do people without headsets experience it
How multi-purpose
Vertical video

With this perspective, participants will then go out and create their
own premium experience as part of the workshop, taking it from
strategic concepts to a fully mapped-out concept ready to take to
market.

Post it notes and Text
boxes are here! 

Lions 360° | National Geographic

Growing up is a struggle, especially if you're a young male lion. In this VR film by National Geographic Explorer Martin Edström, you will come face to face with Gibson and his mother, as they struggle with their pride's alpha male. Is leaving the safety of the pride Gibson's only hope for ...

Youtube

Wild With: Bears (360 Video)

Ever wonder what it's like to stare down a Kodiak grizzly bear face-to-face in the woods? Put on a headset and feel her roar and see her massive height from a safe distance. VR360 is best viewed in a headset. On your phone: (1) tap the cardboard icon on the bottom right (2) place your phone into ...

Youtube

Free Solo 360 | National Geographic

Immerse yourself in the experience of free solo climbing Yosemite's famous El Capitan alongside Alex Honnold in this breathtaking 360 video. ➡ Subscribe: http://bit.ly/NatGeoSubscribe #NationalGeographic #FreeSolo #360Video About National Geographic: National Geographic is the world's premium ...

Youtube

Jeep® Sessions: A Surfing Journey in 360 ̊
Jeep® Sessions follows WSL Championship Tour surfers Jordy Smith and Malia Manuel as they embark on a surfing journey in 360 ̊ to find the best waves. It can be viewed in both a 360 ̊ video and an interactive 'Choose Your Path' VR experience. The VR application enables users to select their ...

Youtube

Africa's Pristine Delta in 360 - Ep. 1 | The Okavango Experience

In this 360 video, join Dr. Steve Boyes and his team of researchers on an 18-day scientific expedition through one of the world's last wild places--the Okavango Delta. Canoe down the river in a mokoro and get up close to lions, zebras, and elephants for a firsthand look at the diverse wildlife of

Youtube

360° Kamchatka Volcano Eruption | National Geographic

National Geographic VR takes you flying in 360° to the rim of a spectacular erupting volcano. Over 15,500 feet tall, Klyuchevskoy is one of the tallest and most active volcanoes on the planet. ➡ Subscribe: http://bit.ly/NatGeoSubscribe About National Geographic: National Geographic is the world's

Youtube

360° Great Hammerhead Shark Encounter | National Geographic

Dive into this 360° video and go face to face with a curious great hammerhead shark. ➡ Subscribe: http://bit.ly/NatGeoSubscribe #NationalGeographic #HammerheadSharks #360Video About National Geographic: National Geographic is the world's premium destination for science, exploration, and adventure

Youtube

Iceland - A Miracle of Nature | a 360 degree VR travel film

Enjoy Inside360's Iceland trip in 360 degree full view. We visited Iceland's fantastic scenery and surreal places to catch this immersive virtual trip through ice, snow and watery landscapes. Hope you like it. Thanks again to Blue Car Rental: http://www.bluecarrental.is/ You've got your own ...

Youtube

Virtual Nature 360° - 5K Nature Meditation for Daydream, Oculus, Gear VR

Daydreaming of nature? Relax with a virtual 360° VR nature journey to waterfalls and beaches from Tasmania, Australia, the Grand Canyon and beyond. WATCH IN 5K! Made for Google Daydream VR, Gear VR and Oculus Rift from http://www.EcoVR.world. A 360° celebration of nature at its finest! Filmed ...

Youtube

Extreme Sports Experiences

Getting Close to Nature - Wild Animal Encounters

Expeditions through amazing landscapes

Meditaion

Training / Educational

360 Degree Virtual Reality Meditation | Relaxing Meditation Music for Stress Relief ☯3490B

We hope you enjoy this 360 Virtual Reality Meditation video! In an effort to offer our viewers a more immersive relaxation experience, we are delving into the world of virtual reality! We hope it will give you the chance to escape the stresses of daily life for a moment of peace in virtual nature

Youtube

Spaceflight | 360 VR Meditation

Infinite space. Find us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/360VRMeditation From historic monuments to infinite dimensions, every week provides a new opportunity for relaxation and exploration. Produced by Bow Valley Post | Alain Clark Blair

Youtube

NASA VR/360 Astronaut Training: Space Walk

A 360-degree immersive virtual reality (VR) viewing experience, featuring exclusive astronaut training footage from NASA's Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory (NBL) in Houston, Texas. The stunning NASA VR/360 video, produced by Harmonic, offers a variety of perspectives - in the pool and out - as ...

Youtube

Horror Movie Experiences City Tour

360 Scarecrow | VR 4K Horror Experience

In this scary and supernatural VR 4K 360 video, you can experience what it would be like to be trapped alone in a cornfield with a haunted scarecrow. For the best experience, watch this video with your favorite virtual reality viewer such as the Oculus Rift or Google Cardboard. Subscribe to ApexTV

Youtube

New York City 8K - VR 360 Drive

Filmed on the Insta360 Pro camera! Retail price $3,500. Driving Downtown 360 - Times Square - New York City New York USA - Episode 7. Starting Point: 7th Avenue https://goo.gl/maps/VaEwGkLkoWr . Times Square is one of the world's most visited tourist attractions, with 50 million visitors annually

Youtube

Learn

Visit 

Explore

How can you use gamification to encourage visitors to
learn about the architecture and landscape within your
destination

How can you use gamification to make your visitors experience when
visiting landmarks in your destination as easy as possible?

How can you use gamification to encourage your visitors to explore the
architecure and landscape within your destination, and encourage a wider
geographical spread?

Your Example goes here! 

Your Example goes here! 

Your Example goes here! 

Want 1:

Want 2:

Want 3:

Want 4:

Your Example goes here! 

Your Example goes here! 

Your Example goes here! 

Designed with care by  Digital Tourism Think Tank#DTTTCAMPUS  #VRimmersion

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4_nlYU8wXI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPyAQQklc1s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnh53i6RqQc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FRGF77fBAeM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z6i64pJun90
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS111RWqblk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o3a1fkLsNS4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rG4jSz_2HDY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7C9Tu_iY48c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7AkbUfZjS5k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziAZjmBlp8o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=95zV_1vuf9A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lil_I_-7aOM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-u6kC0fvAvM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Lq86MKesG4

